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Apart from a little flurry before 
Christmas, 2011 has left most 
retailers, in what the media 

misleadingly term the “High Street”, 
gasping for breath. Thanks directly 
to the rapacity and incompetence of 
Western Bankers, many consumers 
have less money than they had a few 
years ago through no fault of their own. 
There are, though, interesting anomalies 
in their deflated spending patterns. 
Primark, which combines low production 
costs and price tags with great skill in 
responding to the speedy fickleness that 
exists even at the bottom end of the 
fashion market, have seen sales bound 
by 16% year on year. If some consumers 
once felt guilty about providing ultra-low 
paid work to third world populations, 
few seem to now. Marks and Spencer, 
who must have lost some of their 
knicker trade to Primark, have had 
their bacon saved by a rise in high-
priced food sales counteracting a droop 
in the performance of their lingerie 
departments. 

Most intriguing has been the fall in 
Tesco’s sales. This giant and overweening 
retailer has been cruising for a bruising 
for some time. Highly skilled at putting 
up sales tickets that mislead even 
sophisticated punters such as myself, and 
trumpeting half price offers on products 
which one can scarcely imagine selling at 
anywhere near the prices that have been 
halved, they should heed the signs that 
formerly loyal customers are beginning 
to see through these techniques. 
These customers have also noticed an 
identifiable drop in quality and at the 
same time, some are sympathetic to 
those of Tesco’s suppliers reported to 
have been bullied into lowering their 
margins for the mega-rich retailer. Trust 
has been lost, and regaining it may prove 
tougher than the company thinks, when 
set against the warmer feelings customers 
have for Sainsbury and Waitrose, while 
at the bottom end of the market there 
is no longer a stigma attached to taking 
advantage of genuine down-to-earth 
prices and no frills shopping at Lidl or 
Aldi (where I’ve had great success over 
the bubbly season with a substitute fizz 
from Aldi, Crémant du Jura, a sparkling 
Chardonnay by Phillipe Michel at c.£7). 
The rise in sales at the top end grocers 
at times of recession is a recognised and 
easily explained phenomenon; people 
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will eschew the temptation to dine out, 
opting instead to buy higher quality 
ingredients and cook them at home, 
thus earning a significant saving on VAT, 
transport and restaurant profits. This 
is obviously not good news for people 
like Anthony Worrall Thompson – but 
what on earth was he doing in Tesco? 
Perhaps meting out what he perceived as 
summary justice for their own anti-social 
behaviour.

One of the trickier legal conundrums 
presented early this year has been 
the question of who should take 
responsibility for dealing with the 
potentially (though not necessarily) 
dangerous French PIP silicone breast 
implants. 

In the UK some of these (less 
than 10%) were used by the NHS for 
women who had undergone mastectomy 
after suffering breast cancer. This is a 
comprehensible and entirely justifiable 
use of this kind of surgery.

However, the majority of insertions 
have been carried out by private clinics 
for purely cosmetic purposes. They were 
requested by clients who were prepared 
to pay several thousands of pounds to 
have the size or shape of their breasts 
changed.

That any woman should believe 
seriously that a change in the statistics 
of her breasts might change her life, 
increase her attractiveness to men or 
provide greater happiness in any way is 
a miserable reflection on the priorities 
promoted by the trashier end of the 
media. At the same time, if they do 
believe it, the option is there and the 
Medicines and Healthcare products 
Regulatory Agency (MHRA), the 
government body that monitors and 
licenses these kind of medical products 
has given its approval, they must be 
allowed to waste their money in a 
manner of their own choosing. People 
must be free to make whatever unhealthy 
choices they like, whether it is to climb 
the Matterhorn, smoke a packet of 
cigarettes every a day, visit Disneyland 
or read the Sun newspaper – provided it 
is legal, and especially if a government 
agency has officially deemed it safe.

If an old man chooses to climb 
Snowdon, falls and damages himself, it 
would be a brave hospital that refused 
him treatment on the grounds that 
he was a fool to have set off up the 
mountain in the first place. A woman 
with lung cancer contracted as a direct 
result of smoking tobacco is not refused 
treatment although she freely chose 
to poison her lungs with carcinogenic 
smoke (having, by the way, contributed a 
massive sum to the treasury in taxes and 
duties on her habit). 

At the same time, a man who has 
contributed no taxes at all while eating 
himself to 40 stone, is not refused 
treatment either. By these criteria, the 
NHS has no option but to treat women 
who are suffering from the consequences 
of their own misguided vanity in having 
lumps of silicone inserted into their 

breasts. 
The private clinics who carried out 

the treatments were acting entirely 
within the law, using a product tested 
and approved by the MHRA; they can 
be no more liable to bear the cost of 
reversing the process than a licensed 
bookmaker is to refund the cost of a 
punter’s losing bet.

That won’t make cosmetic surgeons 
any less morally responsible for the 
damage that has occurred and for any 
promises they may have made in their 
sales pitch. It would perhaps be revealing 
to learn from the estimated 40,000 
women in Britain who have had their 
breasts increased or reshaped how many 
of them can report a resulting increase 
in satisfaction in their lives under 
the criteria of the government’s new 
Happiness Index.

And it won’t make the battered 
tax-payer any happier to know that the 
already straitened NHS is going to have 
to cough up getting on for £500m to 
rectify this entirely self-inflicted damage. 

The day after Mitt Romney 
won the Republican primary in New 
Hampshire, the New York Times 
published on its front page a photo of 
Romney celebrating his victory with his 
family. There were 19 people present, 
including Romney and his wife, many 
of them blond, none of them with dark 
hair or skin.

It was a not-so-subtle reminder 
of Romney’s heritage and religious 
background, reminiscent of the images 
of the TV reality show, Big Love, in 
which a blond, long-haired Mormon 
juggles his four wives and their 

respective children. Indeed, below the 
Times photo was a story headlined, 
‘In South Carolina, Challenges Await 
on Ideology and Faith,’ that examined 
Romney’s political prospects based on 
his Mormon faith and how it may play 
into the next state primary race.

Religion has long been a squishy 
factor in American politics. John F. 
Kennedy was noted as the country’s 
first Catholic president and many at 
the time believed he was unelectable 
because of his religion. Kennedy’s 
breakthrough made Catholicism 
acceptable not only in the White 
House, but in living rooms across 
America. It may have been the 
beginning of the end for WASP 
dominance of U.S. life. 

Church affiliation, of course, has 
also dogged President Barack Obama.  
He has said he came to his faith later in 
life, as an adult, as he was not raised in 
a religious household. He was baptized 
in the Trinity United Church of Christ, 
married there and had his own children 
receive their baptisms at Trinity.  
Like many churches of this strain of 
Protestantism, the Trinity church was 
dominated by local values and politics 
and was considered a black liberal 
organization in Chicago.  Sermons 
there often mix religion with secular 
and political issues. 

Obama ended up leaving the 
church of his choice after controversial 
statements by Trinity’s leader, Rev. 
Jeremiah Wright, became public. 
Wright’s emotionally wrought sermons 
recorded a number of criticisms about 
the U.S., calling the government a 
liar in various historical events and 
criticizing its behaviour toward, among 
other groups, native American Indians, 
blacks and the Japanese during World 
War II.  “God damn America, as long 
as she tries to act like she is God, 
and she is supreme,” Wright lectured. 
“The United States has failed the vast 
majority of her citizens of African 
descent.”

Whether the press unearths 
similarly offensive statements relating 
to Romney’s choice of church remains 
to be seen. But the issue has already 
been raised. It won’t be surprising 
to see everyone from Tea Party 
conservatives to Democratic liberals 
jump on the anti-Mormon bandwagon. 
Surely somewhere at some time either 
Romney or his fellow churchgoers have 
said something silly relating to their 
faith and world views.

This would be a shame. The U.S. 
has long welcomed peoples of all races 
and religions. Indeed, wasn’t separation 
of church and state the whole point?  
America has so many other issues 
to deal with in 2012 from its jobless 
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economic recovery to its place in the 
world. Allowing religious differences to 
dominate political discussion seems a 
colossal waste of intellectual capital.

Romney will most likely end up 
as the Republican Party’s presidential 
nominee. More profitable would be 
a debate about how he would govern 
and how Obama intends to lead the 
U.S. should he win re-election. That’s a 
discussion worth listening in on.

The coolest place in London in the 1970s was 406 King’s Road, World’s End. 
The coolest place on the planet on 24th January 2012 was 10 St Islip Street, 
next to Tate Britain, where Chelsea Space gallery was showing an exhibition 
celebrating Lloyd Johnson, the Modern Outfitter. The place was heaving with 
mods, punks, rockers, beatniks, hippies, ‘arty’ types, fashionistas, skalliwags 
and ne’er-do-wells. There were even more peeps outside admiring each other’s 
Triumph and Norton 650s, Moto Guzzis and café racers, alongside customised 
scooters and a lone, pink Brompton fold-up bicycle. Cool, or what? Johnson 
was at the epicentre of fashion, culture and popular music from the 1960s until 
a few years ago, starting in a boutique in Kensington Market, known as Johnson 
and Johnson. It was a world of drainpipes, Flash ‘arry ties, leather jackets, Chelsea 
boots, winklepickers and tumbling-dice socks, and the exhibition displays all of 
these, and more: textiles, shirts, jackets, sunglasses, waistcoats, suits, album covers, 
artwork, personal effects and ephemera from customers and collectors from around 
the world. His client list is like a name-dropper’s wet-dream and says it all - Bob 
Dylan, Tom Waits, Rod Stewart, The Clash, Chrissie Hynde, Keith Richards, Jack 
Nicholson and Fred Astaire. And the Sex Pistols. And The Specials. Some list. 
Some exhibition.
Don Grant

The V&A have put together an 
astonishing exhibition of such delicacy 
and intricacy, one almost questions its 
credulity. Imagine going out 
into the highlands of Madagascar, 
coming back to a workshop in the 
capital Antananarivo with two dozen 
female Golden Orb Weaver spiders, 
putting each one in a specially-designed 
harness, extracting the silk by agitating 
its abdomen, winding it onto bobbins 

and then releasing the spiders back 
into the wild at the end of the day. 
Continue this process for five years, 
until 1.2 million spiders have produced 
enough warp. Each warp is made up 
of 96 strands of spider silk, and there 
are something approaching 500,000 
individual strands needed. The end result 
is an extraordinary cape, in the form of 
an ecclesiastical chasuble, decorated with 
thousands of embroidered and appliquéd 
motifs, representing the spider in myth 
and metaphor. This, and a four metre 
long brocaded shawl, was made by 
Simon Peers, an Englishman living in 
Madagascar, with Nicholas Godley, an 
American who also worked for many 
years there, and were inspired by mid 
17th  and 19th century accounts of this 
forgotten art. The cape weighs just over 
two and a half pounds, and the lightness 
of spider silk has been demonstrated 
by placing a ball of it on a blindfolded 
person’s upturned hand, with the 
recipient unable to register its presence. 
The reason that these two gentlemen 
wanted to create an article of clothing, 
rather than simply a wall-hanging, was 
because they liked the somewhat creepy 
notion that the wearer would be literally 
cocooned in silk, in the way a spider’s 
victim would be. Simon Peers added that 
spiders have not only inspired poetry 
and legend, they represent some of man’s 
innermost fears and nightmares. This 
shining golden cape, however, surely 
inhabits the world of dreams. 
 
Don Grant 
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V&A 
Admission free 
25 January - 5 June 2012

Lloyd Johnson 
The Modern Outfitter
Chelsea Space
10 St John Islip Street, 
London, SW1P 4JU
Until 3 March 2012
Free admission
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